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HOW MUCH TO FEEDBACK?
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ABSTRACT:

In a country like India, where most assessments are conducted in the
written form and most assessments aim to check mostly the writing skill of
students, it is important to provide feedback on their writing. Feedback
therefore becomes extremely important in relation to the teaching and
learning of writing. Feedback in second language writing focuses on
almost on all aspects of language elements and skills such as grammar,
vocabulary, content, coherence and cohesion of ideas. At the tertiary level
the medium of instruction is English and students are expected to write
both assignments and assessments in English. There is this segment who
are teacher dependent for their improvement. This improvement in their
performances can be brought about only through constructive feedback
from language teachers. This paper attempts to provide a feedback rubric
to help teachers decide on the parameters and quantity of feedback on a
students’ assessment papers.

Keywords: Learning, Assessments, Feedback, Performance.

The learning situation
Learning as how it manifests in a formal setting such as school or college classroom can
happen only through tests and assessments. Learning as teaching is hardly imperceptible and
therefore tests are crucial in education because they help all the stakeholders perceive the
extent to which teaching and learning have been successful. Hence, assessments are
considered central to both teaching and learning. Assessments and tests are often used as
instruments to measure learning. However, it is primarily formative assessments that not
only help to assess learning at different checkpoints but can also enhance improvement if it is
followed by feedback. The evaluation of a student at school starts the moment a performance
in any form (both oral and written) is made. This evaluation comes through small classroom
unit tests, quarterlies and half yearly- (different forms of formative assessments) or final
examinations – (summative assessments).
Writing in India is given a lot of importance. Almost all assessments are writing – based. In
India, tests have a special status and they are treated as exercises that are sanctimonious. It is
expected in a society that treats tests with such reverence would not just be content with the
conduct and announcement of results but would pay as much care in the execution and
analysis of the purpose and outcome. This means that tests should lead to learning and this
learning can take place from the tests and the feedback that comes along with it. However,
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ABSTRACT:   

This article talks about an essential aspect of  literary adaptations, which is ‘Infidelity Discourse’ 

(how true and loyal the work of cinema is to the text it is drawing inspiration from), especially 

with regards to 16th Century British Literature marvel by William Shakespeare and two superhit 

cinematic marvels, adapted from the text, of their respective times.  

Is the writer being disloyal by adding aesthetically pleasing inputs which are not in the text? Or 

does the Director kill creativity when he just presents verbatim what the author gave the world 

centuries ago? 

KEYWORDS- Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Literature, Cinema, Adaptation, Infidelity 

Discourse, Baz Luherman, Franco Zeferilli , Text, Film, Story 
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As a woman in a man’s world, you have to fight for your right to participate on an 

equal footing 

- Cherie Blaire 
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Women are the backbone for a sustainable environment. Many women environmental 

activists have given most of their life in protecting and caring for nature. There are several 

movements and initiations taken by the women to keep the environment in shape. Some of the 

movements in India are Barefoot College, Solar Warrior, Ecodefense, United Nations Earth 

Summit, Chipko Movement and Greenbelt Movement.  

Ecotourism originated in the late 70s and it seems to be situated in the backdrop of postmodern 

tradition. Ecotourism has a contextual approach where the perspective of the one’s involved are 

valued equally as the perspective of the one in power. Ecotourism contributes in the taking care 

of the nature and the culture with complete gentleness. It tries to promote the development of the 

locals economically and also works on preserving the locality. The aim of ecotourism is to give 

an enlightening and positive experience to the locals as well as the visitors by supporting the 

locality financially. Ecotourism while promoting economic development provides an opportunity 

to the local population to develop within the structure of the economic system. Ecotourism is 

also considered as knowledge tourism as the people come to an understanding of the culture and 

nature of the destination they are visiting. The ecotourism focuses more on the stakeholders than 

the shareholders. The important stakeholders would be the locals living the area. Ecotourism 

involves not only the powerful people but also those who are living and experiencing the culture 
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CAUSE- RELATED MARKETING (CRM) AND IT’S IMPACT ON CONSUMER 
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ABSTRACT 

Growing acceptance of the policy of economic liberalization and globalization has led to fast expansion in International 

business. The economic activities stretch out across frontiers, regions and continents. More employments are generated 

due to the enlargement of trade, improvement in health and standard of education increases giving way for overall 

increase in the standard of living in the society. As the growth in business activities leads to multi fold benefits to 

companies, it becomes imperative for them to return a portion share to the society. Companies’ around the globe are 

fronting the pressure to maintain high returns and also be socially responsible. Cause Related Marketing is strategy of 

the management which is now gaining momentum in recent years to tackle social and environmental issues. Despite the 

growing apprehension on the environmental issues as well on the issues of the society the corporates have begun to link 

its products towards certain cause. This holds the consumers attention towards this new marketing strategy that promote 

sales and supports a cause. CRM is thus a marketing tool that can build a mutual win-win-situation, benefiting both 

corporate as well the society. Cause-related marketing is now considered as the key mode for the corporates to show that 

they are socially responsible. 

KEYWORDS: ‘Strategic Philanthropy’, Ethical Behaviour & CRM 
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INTRODUCTION 

Concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has occurred in the recent pasts as one of the main activity for 

corporate to address the social needs. Corporate Social Responsibility has emerged as an integral part of any 

origination as a commitment to contribute to development of the economy and in turn for improving the quality 

and the standard of life of the employees as well as the society. The reasons are considered as an important aspect 

to initiate CSR by the business, this aspect of supporting a cause was termed as cause-related marketing, which is 

considered as marketing instrument.  

Cause Related Marketing does the job of linking the corporate’s contributions to a particular cause to 

customers’ participation directly or indirectly in providing revenue based transactions with the business. It is a 

marketing technique linked for a cause. CRM as a ‘strategic philanthropy’ a means for the corporate to ‘perform 

well while doing good’ aiming at the objective: to support the society for a cause beside improving their own 

performance. In the early 80’s, there was the launch by a campaign by American Express enabling consumers to 

contribute for restoration the statue of liberty every time a customer uses their credit cards. Consequently other 

marketers were on this line of employing CRM as a strategy for positing their products on the platform of being on 

social responsibility. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 
With rapid advances and dynamic changes in online marketing strategies, social 

commerce via Social Network Sites (SNSs) on Internet is dramatically becoming an 

important aspect in promoting businesses.Social Media is nowadays playing a vital role in 

influencing the perception and buying behaviour of consumers for any type of 

products.This study is conducted to analysethe users’ Perception towards Social Media 

Drivers and its impact on Impulsive Purchasing Behaviour with respect to Electonic Goods 

in Chennai city of Tamil Nadu, India 

 
The sample was collected from150 users of Social Media who are residing invarious 

parts of Chennai in Tamil Nadu.  The primary data was gatheredby distributing structured 

questionnaire through purposive sampling method.The study applied both descriptive and 

inferential statistical tools for data analysis. Independent Sample ‘t’ test, Correlation and 

Multiple Regression Analysiswere used to test the hypotheses.The research revealed that 

four out of five independent variables with respect to the Perception strongly influence the 

Impulsive Purchasing BehaviourtowardsElectonic Goods.Out of five independent 

variables, Perception towards ‘Information Support’ predicts Impulsive Purchasing 

Behaviour more than others and Perception towards ‘Interaction Support’ contributes less 

to predict Impulsive Purchasing Behaviour and Perception towards ‘Trustworthiness’does 

not influence the Impulsive Purchasing Behaviour towards Electonic Goods due to social 

media.  

 
Keywords: Social Media, Users’ Perception, Impulsive Purchasing Behaviour, Electonic 

Goods. 
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Abstract In 1991, Gnanajothi [4] introduced a labeling method called odd graceful labeling to 
label the vertices of a graph. A graph G with q edges is said to be odd graceful if there is an 
injection f from V (G) to {0, 1, 2… (2q-1)} such that, when each edge xy is assigned the label f(x) 

 f(y) , the resulting edge labels are {1, 3, 5, …, (2q-1)}.  In this paper, we prove that the graph 
obtained by joining each vertex Cm with the caterpillar graph is odd graceful, when m  0 (mod 4). 

 

I. Introduction 
The study on graph labeling began with the introduction to - valuation by Rosa [10] in 

1967.   Golomb [5] called this - valuation as graceful labeling in 1972.  A graceful labeling of a 
graph G with ‘q’ edges and vertex set V is an injection f : V(G)  {0, 1, 2, …, q} with the property 
that the resulting edge labels are also distinct, where an edge incident with vertices u and v is 
assigned the label f(u)-f(v) . A graph which admits a graceful labeling is called a graceful graph. 
An extensive work has been carried out work on graceful labeling for the past five decades.  
Morgan [9] has shown that all lobsters with perfect matching’s are graceful.  Ghosh [3] has proved 
that three classes of lobsters are graceful using adjacency matrices.  Mishra and Panigrahi [8] found 
classes of graceful lobsters of diameter at least five. Sethuraman and Jeba Jesintha [11], [12] have 
proved that all banana trees and extended banana trees are graceful.  

In 1991,Gnanajothi[4] introduced another labeling called odd-graceful labeling. A graph 
G with q edges is said to be odd-graceful if there is an injection f from V (G) to {0, 1, 2, …, (2q-
1)} such that, when each edge xy is assigned the label f(x)  f(y) , the resulting edge labels are 
{1, 3, 5, …, (2q-1)}.  Gnanajothi [4] proved that the class of odd-graceful graphs lies between the 
class of graphs with -labelings and the class of bipartite graphs by showing that every graph with 
an -labelings has an odd-graceful labeling and every graph with an odd cycle is not odd-graceful.   
Gnanajothi [4] also proved that the following graphs are odd-graceful: The paths Pn, the cycle Cn 
if and only if n is even. Combs Pn  K1 (graphs obtained by joining a single pendant edge to each 
vertex of  Pn), books, crowns Cn  K1 (graphs obtained by joining a single pendent edge to each 
vertex of Cn) if and only if n is even,  the disjoint union of copies of C4, the one-point union of 
copies of C4, caterpillars, rooted trees of  height 2, the graphs obtained from Pn (n  3) by adding 
exactly two leaves at each vertex of degree 2 of Pn. Ibrahim Moussa [6] proved that the graph Cm  
Pn is odd graceful if m is even. Javid [7] proved that the disjoint union of cycle and H-isomorphic 
copies of paths is odd-graceful.  Eldergill [1] proved that the one-point union of any number of 
copies of C6 is odd-graceful.  For an exhaustive survey refer to the dynamic survey by Gallian [2]. 
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ABSTRACT -- In this paper, the main aim is to creating a platform that enables the companies to 
complete the project by the use of startup and entrepreneur. A corporate business is normally 
relies with day to day users and to operate and develop.  The values of users are encountered 
from productivity basis, not boast them. By agreement a work, a company may transfer the long-
term commitment and liability of a full-time employee and any legal risks and attachments that 
It enables you to focus on using these workers as a productive element of the business rather 
than an endless HR responsibility. The application is reduced as much as possible to avoid errors 
while entering the data. The application is minimized to avoid errors during data entry. It 
also gives an error message when entering invalid information. No prior knowledge is needed for 
the user to use this system. Therefore, all this proves it is user-friendly approach naturally. 

Keywords--- Tracking project, startup, user friendly, risk, entrepreneur,  business enhancement. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

      In day to day life all startup companies are entering in to business development and grow. A 
corporate business is normally relies with day to day users and to operate and develop.  The 
values of users are encountered from productivity basis, not boast them. By agreement a work, a 
company may transfer the long-term commitment and liability of a full-time employee 
and any legal risks and attachments that It enables you to focus on using these workers as a 
productive element of the business rather than an endless HR responsibility. The application is 
reduced as much as possible to avoid errors while entering the data. The application 
is minimized to avoid errors during data entry. It also gives an error message when entering 
invalid information. No prior knowledge is needed for the user to use this 
system. Therefore, all this proves it is user-friendly approach naturally. 

 

.RELATED  WORK 

 Micheal  Docherty(March 2015), published the book as “Collective Disruptions:How Corporations & 
Startups Can Co-Create Transformative New Businesses”.In this book they discussed about Collective 
Disruption provides      a road map and framework for co-creating new businesses.Large corporations need 
new sources of growth, but struggle to embrace entrepreneurial, high-risk,opportunities. Many startups 
excel at using speed and agility to incubate breakthrough ideas, but lack access to brands and distribution 
for scale.  

 J-C.spender,VincenzoCorvello,Et.all, (January.2017), published an article on ”Startups and Open 
innovation”.In this paper ,they presented an  idea is to represent a first step in building a map of the state-
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Abstract: In this paper, a random stochastic initial value problem for a RL circuit is considered and the mean square convergent 
is proved through the random Runge Kutta method and its expectation and variance are computed. 

Keywords: Stochastic Initial Value Problem, Runge Kutta Fourth Order, Mean Square Convergence, Numerical Problem. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Stochastic differential equation (SDEs) plays a vital role in many fields such as science, economics, finance, 
population dynamics, biology, mechanics etc. Many of the researcher ignored stochastic effects because of the 
difficulty in solution [1]. A Stochastic Differential Equation is comprised of differential equation that includes at 
least one of the stochastic process the resulting solution is also stochastic process. 
 

A stochastic initial value problems of the form, 
 

    (1.1) 

 
Here, the stochastic process f(Y (t), t) defined on the probability space ( , F, Q) and Y0 is a random variable. 

J.C. Cortes et al., proved that the numerical solution of random Euler method converges under some specific 
condition even though the exact solution are not satisfied [2].  J.C. Cortes et al., proved that when the approximation 
are far from the initial condition, the numerical results become worst [3]. Khodabin and Rostami proved that the 
mean square convergence using random Runge-Kutta method and illustrated numerical examples using different 
types of methods and obtained more accuracy results using suitable method [4]. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 

Definition 2.1: The density function  of second order random variables is defined as 
 

 

 
where E indicates the expectation and it allows all second order random variable Banach space L2 with the 

norm 
 

. 
 

Definition 2.2: For each t, q (t) is the second order random stochastic process defined on a same probability 
space ( , F, Q). Then, the mean square limit in L2 takes the form, 
 

. 
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